**Family Grieves Loss of Two Sons in Jalalabad Attack**

JALALABAD – In the wake of Saturday’s suicide attack in Jalalabad city, Tolo News tracked down the parents of two brothers killed in the deadly bombing that claimed the lives of seven people. The two brothers, Gul Omr, 25, and brother Gul Omr 31, came from a small, remote vil-

**Commuters Demand Security of Main Highways**

Commuters are seeking security in main highways due to recent attacks. They demand the government to provide security on roads and protect the passengers. (More on Page 2)

**Doctors in Ghor Threaten En Masque Resignation**

Doctors in Ghor province announced their resignation as they demand the government to provide security on roads and protect the passengers. (More on Page 2)

**Doctors in provincial hospital in Ghor threatened to resign**

Doctors in a provincial hospital in Ghor threatened to resign because of the lack of security on roads and threats from the terrorist group. (More on Page 2)

**Four People Wounded in Explosion**

KHOKA CITY – Four people were wounded after an explosion occurred close to a fuel pump in Khoka City on Sunday morning. (More on Page 2)

**Looming Terror Bid Foiled: NDS**

ALAGAR – The NDS foiled a terrorist bid towards the end of last week in the eastern Laghman province. (More on Page 2)

**Jalalabad Presents a Glumy Picture after Bombing**

Jalalabad presents a gloomy picture after the bombing. The government is under pressure to provide security on roads and protect the passengers. (More on Page 2)
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